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Abstract:
The calibration of the temperature control unit of a rotational rheometer with a hood oven is shown. The cali-
bration technique shown for a Paar-Physica rheometer can be adapted to any rheometer with hood oven (indi-
rect heating). The temperature of the bottom fixed plate and the air bearing suspended cone or plate are mea-
sured independently. By keeping the amount of venting gas constant, the set temperature of the hood oven is
adjusted to reach a minimum gradient across the measuring gap. The calibration procedure is optimized to keep
the oven as close as possible to the measuring position.

Zusammenfassung:
Es wird ausgeführt, wie die Temperiereinheit eines Rotationsrheometers mit Haubenofen kalibriert werden
kann. Die Kalibriertechnik ist am Beispiel eines Paar-Physica Rheometers gezeigt, kann aber problemlos auf jedes
Rheometer mit Haubenofen (indirekter Heizung) übertragen werden. Die Temperaturen der unteren festen Plat-
te und des oberen im Luftlager gelagerten beweglichen Werkzeugs werden separat gemessen. Unter Konstan-
thaltung des Spülgasstroms wird die Temperaturvorgabe für den Haubenofen so eingestellt, dass ein minimaler
Gradient über dem Messspalt resultiert. Die Kalibrierprozedur ist dahingehend optimiert, dass sich der Ofen so
nahe wie möglich in Messsposition befindet.

Résumé:
Cette étude porte sur la calibration de l'unité d'échauffement d'un rhéomètre rotatif avec un four à capot. La
technique est illustrée à l’aide d’un rhéomètre Paar-Physica, mais peut facilement être appliquée à d'autres
rhéomètres avec four à capot (échauffement indirect). Les températures du plateau inférieur fixe et de l'outil
suspendu au palier à air sont mesurées séparément. En maintenant constant le flux du gaz injecté, la tempéra-
ture de consigne du four est ajustée jusqu'à ce que le gradient à travers l'entrefer soit minimal. Le procédé est
optimisé de façon à positionner le four à capot le plus près possible de la base du rhéomètre.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Shear rheometry with polymer melts in a rota-
tional rheometer requires a pair of tools, usually
plate/plate or cone/plate. One member is fixed,
either to the instrument frame or a non-displac-
ing transducer (ARES, TA Instruments). The rotat-
ing member is connected to a measuring motor
or an actuator. For temperature control, both
members can be surrounded by a gas convection
oven. This is simple in design since the tools
require no wiring and can be of low inertia. The
convection oven can readily be used for different
tool geometries, and also for solid samples. How-
ever, it is difficult to keep the temperature con-
stant; unless very strong gas flow rates of up to
150 l/min are used (ARES, forced convection

oven). Even if the gas temperature changes only
by 0.1°C, the effect on the normal force data is
serious since the instrument is usually very stiff.
The alternative is direct electrical heating. Only
the ARES or former RMS800 (Rheometric Scien-
tific) design allows for a direct provision of elec-
trical energy to the tools since the rotating mem-
ber is driven by a strain controlling device
insensitive to friction. Therefore collector rings
can be used to feed heating power and read ther-
mosensor signals [1]. The price to pay for the very
accurate temperature control is wiring of the
tools and an increase of the inertia. The third pos-
sibility is indirect electrical heating. In all
rheometers with a measuring motor (stress con-
trolled rheometers), the rotating member is sus-
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GREEN. This leaves about 2.5 mm (MCR300) or 4.3
mm (UDS200) between the lower rim of the jack-
et and the bottom plate of the stationary mem-
ber. Now, with 5 l/min of nitrogen or air flowing
into the hood (measuring conditions), no shaft
cooling, and the collar C installed to reduce draft,
the temperature is increased stepwise and both
temperatures read after equilibration. Using the
thermocouple calibration (Fig. 1), the true tem-
perature can be determined as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 shows the calibration with set-up B,
as used now. For this, a hole B3 (∆ 2 mm) was
drilled in the jacket, at the same height as the
hole B1 in the bottom plate. The peripheral posi-
tion of B1 is best chosen at a fin of the plastic
cage. Thus it is easy to file a small slot into the
latter without splitting it. Through this hole,
after insertion of thermocouple BROWN in hole
B2 and lowering of the oven to the lowermost
position, thermocouple GREEN can be pushed
into hole B1. This set-up has the advantage that
the oven is almost at measuring position,
because the wires of thermocouple BROWN are
only 0.5 mm thick.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the case of the UDS200 and MCR300 from
Paar-Physica, the set temperature of the hood
oven is given by the set temperature of the bot-
tom plate Tset plus some extra DTset to compen-
sate for heat losses due to convection. DTset is
controlled by the parameter “o” to be specified
in the settings of the temperature controller
TC20. The function DTset(o, Tset) has been deter-
mined by the manufacturer and is not accessible
to the user. For “o” = 100, the same set tempera-
ture as for the bottom plate is used.

Fig. 4a shows that the upper temperature for
“o” = 127 (setting at shipment of rheometer) is
much too high. With a sample in, the upper tem-
perature will be lowered a bit. However, it seems
reasonable to look for conditions, where no tem-
perature gradient exists without sample. Using
calibration set-up B in Fig. 4b, the situation is
already improved. As shown in Fig. 3, the
labyrinth sealing L is only effective in this posi-
tion of the hood oven and less venting gas can
escape through the funnel F. With calibration
set-up B, the parameter “o” was successively
lowered, until no gradient existed any more, as
shown in Fig. 4c.
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Fig. 4a: True temperature in both plates of MCR300
rheometer. Parameter o = 127, gap = 1 mm, calibration
set-up A (Fig. 2). 5 l/min of air flowing to the hood.
No shaft cooling.

Fig. 4b: True temperature in both plates of MCR300
rheometer. Parameter o = 127, gap = 1 mm, calibration
set-up B (Fig. 3). 5 l/min of air flowing to the hood.
No shaft cooling. The dotted circle shows the effect,
when additional 5 l/min of air are used for shaft cooling.

Fig. 4c: True temperature in both plates of MCR300
rheometer. Parameter o = 118, gap = 1 mm, calibration
set-up B (Fig. 3). 5 l/min of air flowing to the hood.
No shaft cooling.
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The dashed lines in Figs. 4a to c are quadratic
fits to the true bottom plate temperature. As can
be seen, it does not depend strongly on calibra-
tion conditions. Therefore, for a test, this line
Ttrue = f(Tset) is used to determine the proper set
temperature to be entered in the temperature
controller TC20 to get the desired measuring
temperature. Once the parameter “o” has been
determined, the true temperature in the instru-
ment can be checked at any time, since the bot-
tom plate temperature is independent of the cal-
ibration set-up and gas flow rate, and there is a
bore B3 in the jacket.

4 CONCLUSION
The following conlusion can be drawn:

� A direct measurement of the tempera-
ture in both members is necessary to set
the upper heater control parameter "o"
properly and to determine the function
Ttrue = f(Tset).

� The temperature measured in the rotat-
ing tool is quite sensitive to the separa-
tion of the oven from the bottom plate.

� The temperature in the stationary mem-
ber is not affected by the parameter "o".
Therefore, the measurement of only the
lower temperature can give you a wrong
feeling of accuracy of the whole heating
set-up.

� A temperature calibration performed
under not measurement-like conditions
can lead to errors.

� Once the proper parameter "o" is deter-
mined, the true temperature in the sam-
ple can be determined without lifting the
hood oven and even during a test, thanks
to the small hole in the jacket.

� Gas flow rate, hood oven position, and
the placement of the collar should
always be the same, if reproducible tem-
peratures are expected in indirect heat-
ing devices.
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